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Please give each evaluation item a numeric rating on a 5-point scale, along with a 
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Questions 
Rating Result 
[Poor] 1-5 
[Excellent] 

1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the 
article. 4 

(Please insert your comments)  
Title seems clear to me.  
 

2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and 
results. 4 



(Please insert your comments) 
Abstract has defined objective, method and result.   
Mild changes are needed like replace your sentence with “Out of 135, data of 
102 participants were used in this study’. And do mention frequency (n) along 
with percentage (%) for results. 

3. There are few grammatical errors and spelling 
mistakes in this article. 3 

(Please insert your comments) 
Few grammatical errors. Do proof read it again and  use tenses like 
“According to this research” instead of “according to our  research” 
 

4. The study methods are explained clearly. 4 

(Please insert your comments) 
Do mention the ethical protocols more clearly, Slight grammatical mistakes 
like commas”,” are missing and some prepositional mistakes. 

5. The results are clear and do not contain errors. 4 

(Please insert your comments) I found results and discussion very clear,  
however it still has room for further improvement like add (n) along with (%) 
in the table and graphs. Again don’t use tenses like “our participant” 
 

6. The conclusions or summary are accurate and 
supported by the content. 4 

(Please insert your comments)  
The conclusion summarizes the whole manuscript very well. It also highlighted 
the significance of research which is appreciated. 

7. The references are comprehensive and appropriate. 5 

(Please insert your comments) 
The References are adequate and cited  in latest format of APA and organized 
Alphabetic wise in Reference list which is appreciated. 
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Comments and Suggestions to the Author(s):  
1. The slight amendments are needed in abstract.  
2. Do add frequency (n) along with percentage (%) for your result presentation 
in table and graphs 
3. Replace the terms “our study” and “our participants” to “this study” and 
“according to the participants” 



4.In introduction, instead of “According to authors knowledge” use tenses like 
according to literature review. 
5. The entire work should also be proof-read to identify and correct grammatical 
errors. 
6. In conclusion and discussion it is mentioned that investigating the role of anti-
ragging team was also an objective but not mentioned in Introduction 
(Paragraph of objectives of study, kindly mention it there as well). 
6. Overall a good manuscript, Accepted but need minor revision. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


